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of Bubbly Flow 

Vladimir M. Teshukov 

Abstract. The present paper deals with a study of the kinetic integrodifferen
tial equations of bubbly flows developed by G. Russo and P.Smereka. The case 
of l-D flow is considered. A new approach is applied that is based on exten
sion of the theory of characteristics and the hyperbolicity concept to the inte
grodifferential systems. For the kinetic equations of bubbly flow transformed 
to Lagrangian-Eulerian coordinates, a continuous spectrum of characteristic 
velocities is found and Riemann invariants (quantities conserved along the 
characteristics) are calculated. Conditions providing for the hyperbolicity of 
integrodifferential equations are derived. Solutions describing traveling waves 
are found in explicit form. Using Riemann invariants, we construct simple 
waves of the system and show that wave breaking can occur.We prove local 
solvability of the Cauchy problem with initial data satisfying the hyperbolicity 
conditions. 

1. Introduction 

The kinetic approach to studying void waves was used is some publications (see 
[1], [2], [4], [5], [9]). In this paper, we study the kinetic model of rarefied bubbly 
flows developed by G. Russo and P. Smereka (see [4]): 

a t(3) a t(3) a t(3) J 
at + U----a;;- + F ap = 0, ~I}! = divj, j = pJC3) dp, 

2 3(3VI}! - j) 
U= -p- ; 

TPI PI 

a 
F = --(p·u) ax 

Here t(3) (t, x, p) is the distribution function of the number of bubbles, p 
(pl,p2,p3), U = (u,v,w) and T are the momentum, velocity and volume of a 
bubble, respectively, PI is constant density of the liquid; x = (xl, x2 , x3 ), and t 
is time. 
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In one dimension, using the following scales of variables: 

Xl = Lx, t = (LjU)t, 1 - TPIU f(l) - _2_f 
p - 2 p, - 3T2pl U 

(here L is proportional to the average inter-bubble distance, U is a typical value 
of the velocity, and x, t, p, and fare nondimensional variables) we reduce the 
governing system to the equation 

It + (p - j)fx + pjxfp = 0, j = J pf dp. 

Here P (t, xl, p1) is the distribution function for 1-D flow: 

f(l) = J f(3) dp2dp3 

(1) 

(2) 

If we introduce a Lagrangian variable A which is conserved on the integral curves 
of the ODE system 

x'(t) = p - j, p'(t) = pjx (3) 
and use t, x, and A as new independent variables, then (1) can be transformed 
to the equations 

Pt + (p - j)px - pjx = 0, ft + (p - j)fx = 0, j = J fpp>. dA. (4) 

In the present work, we apply a new approach based on extension of the 
theory of characteristics and the hyperbolicity concept to the kinetic integrodiffer
ential equations of bubbly flow. Conditions providing for the hyperbolicity of the 
equations are derived. Solutions describing traveling and simple waves are found. 
It is shown that the extended system can be transformed to symmetric form, and 
the local solvability of the Cauchy problem with initial data satisfying the hyper
bolicity conditions is proved. 

2. Characteristics and Riemann Invariants 

Equations (4) can be written as 

U t +AUx = 0, U = U(t,x,>.) (5) 

where A is a nonlocal operator with respect to the variable A. In [6], [7], [8] the 
notions of characteristics and hyperbolicity are extended to the systems with op
erator coefficients. Let B be some space of vector-functions that depend on the 
variables A, U(x, t, .), Ut(x, t, .), U x(x, t,·) E B, and A is a linear operator, 
A : B ---> B. Generally, it is assumed that A depends on x, t, >. and U (as 
operator valued function on B). 

To find the characteristics of system (5), one has to solve the eigenvalue 
problem 

(6) 
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for the unknown vector-functional Fa E B' and the eigenvalue ka (II' E B is a 
trial function, (F, 11') denotes the action of the functional on 11'). The equality 

(7) 

is called a characteristic relation (see [7]). The characteristic curve of the (l

family x = x(t) is defined by the differential equation x'(t) = ka(x, t). System 
(5) is called a hyperbolic one if all eigenvalues k a are real and the characteristic 
relations (7) are equivalent to (5). 

To describe the characteristic properties of eqs. (4), we introduce the charac
teristic function 

. ·2 J fp>-. d>" 
x(k+J)=(l-n)+(k+J) (p_k_j)2 =0, n = J fp>-. d>" (8) 

and use the notation X+ (p), X- (p) for the limiting values on the real axis of the 
analytical function X(z) from the upper and lower complex half-planes. 

Lemma 1. Let f(t, x, >..) and p(x, t, >..) have derivatives satisfying the Holder 
condition in >.., where f is a rapidly decreasing function as >.. tends to infinity. 
If x+(p) i=- 0 and 

(9) 

system (4) is hyperbolic. It admits a continuous spectrum of characteristic velocities 
k>-' = p(t, x, >..) - j(x, >..) and Riemann invariants 

f(t,x,>..), R(t, x, >..) = n - 1 + J -,-f'..:...~.:..:..~_d_v 
p p -p 

satisfying the equations: 

ft + (p - j)fx = 0, Rt + (p - j)Rx = O. (10) 

In the formula for R, integral is evaluated in the sense of a principal value. 
We used here the following notation: p = p(t, x, >..), p' = p(t, x, v), f' = f(t, x, v), 
and p~ = p>-.(t, x, v). 

This statement is proved by construction of two eigenfunctionals F 1>-' and 
F 2>-' corresponding to any k>-': F 1>-'= (O,J(v->..)), F 2>-'=(Ft,F,f),(J(v->..) 
is the Dirac delta-function) 

(Ft, 'P) = n - 1 (J(v - >..), 'P(v)) + J p' f~ (~' - 'P) dv, (F,f, 'P) = - J P'P~'P' dv. 
p p-p p-p 

The conditions of Lemma guarantee the absence of complex roots of the char
acteristic equation. When the characteristic equation admits complex roots, the 
linearized Cauchy problem is ill-posed (see [4]). The proof of the completeness of 
the family of functionals reduces to univalent solvability of a special singular in
tegral equation with index equal to zero. Integral transformation of the governing 
equations into the Riemann invariant form is based on calculation of eigenfunc
tionals, satisfying (6). 
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Lemma 2. System (1) admits an infinite number of conservation laws that 
have special polynomials in the moments of the distribution function as conserved 
quantities. 

To prove Lemma 2, we determine the function p,(t, x,~) from the equation 

n -1 J f' dp' C 1 =--+ --. 
P, p' - p, 

It follows from (1) that p,(t,x,~) satisfies the conservation law 

p't + (~2 -p,j) x = 0 

(11) 

Expanding p,+~ in an infinite power series in ~-\ we obtain an infinite number 
of conservation laws that have series coefficients as conserved quantities. The first 
three coefficients are as follows: 

al=j=A1, a2=-A2 +Ai, a3=A3 -3A2A1 +2At (Ai = JpifdP). 

Note that system (4) can be written in Hamiltonian form 

Pt + (8~~>')) x = 0, Ht + (8:~)) x = o. 

Here H(t, x, >.) = f(t, x, >.)p)..(t, x, >'), and h = 1/2(A2 - Ai). The variational 
derivatives 8h/8H(>.) , and 8h/8p(>.), are given by 

8h 1 2 . 8h 
8H(>') = 2P - Pl, 8p(>.) = H(p - j). 

3. Traveling Waves 

We construct explicit solutions of the form f = f(("p), (, = x - Dt that describe 
the propagation of a traveling wave with constant velocity D. For this solutions, 
system (1) reduces to a linear differential equation and a linear integral equation 
of the Abel type. 

Traveling waves satisfy the equation 

(p - j - D)h + pjc;!p = O. (12) 

Assuming that jc, i=- 0, we introduce j as an independent variable. Then, we 
have 

(p - j - D)fJ + pfp = 0 (13) 

It follows from (13) that 

f = <I>(1J), 21J = p2 - 2(j + D)p (14) 

The solution takes constant values along the characteristics 1J = const (charac
teristics are shown in Fig. 1). 
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FIGURE 1. Characteristic 
curves "I = const of equation 
(13). In the half-plane j > jo 
only the domains 0 1 and O2 

are covered with characteristics 
originating at j = jo 

We consider the Cauchy condition 

FIGURE 2. Trajectories of the 
bubbles in ((,p, t) space. Parti
cles with "I > So cross the wave 
domain 0 ~ ( ~ 2.6. Particles 
with "I < So return to (= 2.6 

f((o,p) = fo(p), jo = J pfo dp (15) 

matching the traveling wave with a given steady state at the wave front (= (0 (or 
j = jo) (Jo(p) is a given distribution function). Reverting to Fig. 1, we conclude 
that if jo + D > 0 the initial data determine uniquely the solution for j ~ jo in 
the domains 0 1 and O2 (exterior of the domain 0 3 in a half-plane j ~ jo, 
bounded by the curve DAE "I = "10 = -2-1(jo + D)2)), but the solution has to 
be determined in 0 3 , If jo + D > 0, the Cauchy problem (15) is not correct for 
j ~ jo because all characteristics '" = "11 < 0 intersect j = jo at two points B 
and C and fo(p) have to take equal values at these points. Similarly, we can 
solve the Cauchy problem (15) only for j ~ jo if jo + D < O. 

Using (15), we determine if>(",) at (= (0 for p ~ jo + D and p ~ jo + D. 
The corresponding values of if> are designated as if>o and if>t: 

if>~(",) = fo (jo + D ± J2", + (jo + D)2) . (16) 
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Traveling wave solution is given by the formulas 

1= 4>t(2-1p2 - (j + D)p), p ~ j + D + J(j + D)2 - (jo + D)2, 

1= 4>(j(2-1p2 - (j + D)p), p:::; j + D - J(j + D)2 - (jo + D)2, 
(17) 

in the domains O2 and 0 1 . To determine the solution in 0 3 , we transform the 
relation 

j = / pi dp (18) 

to the integral Abel equation for the unknown function 4>('17), '17 E (-(j1 + 
D)2/2, -(jo + D)2/2). Here it is assumed that jo:::; j :::; j1 in the traveling wave 
domain (0:::; ( :::; (1' Replacing the integration variable p in (18) by '17 we 
obtain the integral equation 

So 

80 

/ 4>('17) d'17 = F(s), 
yTJ=S 

8 

(19) 

So 

Here s = _2-1(j + D)2 and So = 2-1(jo + D)2 . The solution can be found in 
explicit form 

4>(17) = ~ [F(SO) _ /80 F'(s) dS]. 
7r v'so - '17 v's - '17 

'1/ 

(20) 

We note that the second relation in (15) is equivalent to F(so) = 0 and the first 
term in (20) vanishes. Formula (19) and (20) define the distribution function in the 
domain 0 3 , where -J(j + D)2 - (jo + D)2 :::; p-j-D:::; J(j + D)2 - (jo + D)2. 
The class of solutions constructed depends on the arbitrary function j ((). A trav
eling wave propagating with velocity D < - jo can be described similarly. 

Integrating (13) with respect to p, we obtain the equality 

1- n = (j + D)nj. (21) 

It follows from (21) that the bubble density n grows with increase in Ijl for both 
types of traveling wave. A traveling wave solution with the monotonic function j (() 
describes the penetration of a bubble collection into undisturbed flow. 

The trajectories of bubbles in a frame moving with the wave are defined by 
the system of ODE 

d( =p-J'-D 
dt ' 

dp . 
dt = -)(;,p. 

The equality 17 = const gives an integral for this system. In the domains 0 1 

and O2 , p - j - D "# 0 and the trajectories intersect the wave domain in opposite 
directions (p - j - D have opposite signes in 0 1 and O2). For particles with 
a negative parameter '17 < So (domain 0 3 ), P - j - D changes sign along the 
trajectory. These particles appear in the wave domain at the front (= (1, their 
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relative velocity changes sign at some point of the trajectory (( coordinate takes 
the extremal value), and the particle return to the front (= (1. The appearance 
of bubbles in the traveling wave region increases the density n. Fig. 2 shows the 
trajectories of the bubbles in the traveling wave domain. 

4. Simple Waves 
A solution of the form f = f(a(x, t),p) is called a simple wave of system (1). 
Simple waves are defined by the equation 

(p - j - k)fa + pjafp = 0, k= _ at 

If we choose a = k, the last equation of (22) takes the form 

kt + kkx = o. 

(22) 

(23) 

We consider the piecewise constant distribution function: f = fi > 0 for Pi-l < 
P < Pi, i = 1, ... , N; f = 0 for P < Po or P > PN . Here fi = const and 
Pi = Pi(X, t). The governing system of equations is as follows: 

Pit + (Pi - j)Pix - jxPi = 0, 

N 2 2 (24) 
j = Lf/k -:k-l (i = O, ... N), 

k=1 

This system can be written in the form of Riemann invariants. To define the 
Riemann invariants and characteristic velocities, we can use (8) and (10). The 
velocities of the characteristics ks are roots of the characteristic equation 

N 

F(l) = 1 - n + l2 "" Ii(Pi - Pi-I) = 0, f=: (pi - l)(Pi-l -l) 

l = ks + j. 
The Riemann invariant 

n - 1 ~ I Pi - ls I rs = -l- + ~ fi In . -l ' ls = ks + j 
s i=1 P'-l s 

(25) 

(26) 

take a constant value at the characteristics x'(t) = ks(x, t). System (24) is hy
perbolic if the characteristic equation (25) has N + 1 real roots. Let there exist 
a number m, 0 < m < N, such that 0 = fo < h < ... < fm-l < fm and 
0= fN+1 < fN < fN-l < ... < fm. The characteristic equation can be rearranged 
as follows: 

F(l) = 1 _ n + l2 (~ Ii - fi-l + ~ Ii - Ii-i) 
~ p. -l ~ p. 1 - l i=I' i=m+l t-

(27) 

We note that in the intervals Pi-l < l < Pi, i ::; m - 1, F(l) varies from -00 to 
00, and in the intervals Pi-l < l < Pi, i ;::: m + 1, F(l) varies from 00 to -00. 

Obviously, F(l) = 0 has N - 1 real roots belonging to the above intervals. The 
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FIGURE 3. Plot of the characteristic function F(l) defined in 
(25). Any root ls of the equation F(l) = 0 determines the 
characteristic velocity ks = ls - j 

function F(l) tends to -00 as l --+ Pm-i + 0 or l --+ Pm - O. If eq.(25) has two 
roots l E (Pm-i,Pm), system (24) is hyperbolic. The sufficient condition for the 
hyperbolicity is 

Pm-i < 0 < Pm· (28) 
In this case, F(O) = 1 - n > 0 and F(l) = 0 at two points l* E (Pm-i, 0) and 
l** E (O,Pm)' In the following we assume condition (28). If (28) is valid at t = 0, 
then it is satisfied for all t > 0, as follows from eqs. (24). Figure 3 gives a plot of 
the characteristic function F(l) for the distribution of the above class. 

A simple wave of the s - th family satisfies the relations 

ri=rW=const, (ii-s), ks(PO, ... ,PN)=k (29) 

Equations (29) define the functions po(k), ... ,PN(k). Any solution of eq. (23) 
k(x, t) completely defines a simple wave. 

Simple wave solutions can form a shock in finite time. It is a well-known 
property of solutions of eq. (23). 

5. The Cauchy Problem 

Let us consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear kinetic equation of bubbly 
flow 

it + (p - j)fx + jxpfp = 0, j = J pf dp, f(O, x,p) = fo(x,p). 

Differentiating this equation, we obtain the following quasilinear system (extended 
equations) : 

ft + (p - j)fx + jxpfp = 0, 

fxt + (p - j)fxx + jxpfpx + jxxpfp = jxfx, 

fpt + (p - j)fpx + jxpfpp = - fx - jxfp· 
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We transform this system to symmetric form using the eigen-functionals cal
culated in studying characteristics. Introducing the new unknown function 

Q = fx - J p'(pfpf~ - p' f;,fx) dp' (30) 
p'- p 

(here f' = f(t,x,p'), f = f(t,x,p)) we obtain the equations 

It + (p - j)fx + jxpfp = 0, 

Qt + (p - j)Qx + jxpQp = 2jxQ, 

fpt + (p - j)fpx + jxpfpp = - fx - jxfp· 
To invert the change of variables (30), we have to solve the singular integral 

equation 

L < fx >= fx 1 + P pI P - pf P x P = Q ( J ,2 I' d ') J 'f' d ' 
P'-p p P'-p 

(31) 

Note that 

J p,21', dp' 
X(z) = 1 + p 

p'-z 
is a characteristic function. 

We consider the regular case 0 < n < 1, X±(P) =I- 0 and assume that X 
satisfies the hyperbolicity conditions. Under these conditions, eq. (31) is univalently 
solvable (see [3]) 

fx = L-1 < Q > 
Here Land L -1 depend on fp. 

Remarque. The function n( t, x) satisfies the equation 

nt + (j(1- n))x = 0 

It follows from this equation that if 0 < no(x) < 1, then 0 < n(t, x) < l. 
We obtained a symmetric system of the form 

~+K17x+L17p=F (32) 

Here V = (I, Q, fp), K = K(V), and L = L(V) are diagonal matrices (K = 
(p - j)1; L = jxp1); F = F(17,p) is a given function; and K(V), L(V), F(V,p) 
depend on V nonlocally. 

Theorem. Let 17o(x,p) E HS, s > 2, fo(x,p) have compact support, and the 
conditions of a regular case be fulfilled at t = o. Then there exist a number to > 0 
and a vector-function 17(t,x,p) that is a unique solution of the Cauchy problem 
for system (32) having finite norm 1I17IIHs(t) and defined at O:S t < to. 

To construct the solution we use a common scheme applied to symmetric 
hyperbolic systems of differential equations. The successive approximations 

i/:(n) + K(n-1)v(n) + L(n-1)v(n) = F(n-1) 
t x p 
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define a sequence of approximate solutions {V(n)}. Convergence of v(n) is 
proved using estimates of D';,p v(n) obtained by the energy integral method. 

6. Conclusions 

Extension of the theory of characteristics to integrodifIerential systems of equa
tions (see [6], [7], [8]) enables one to develop new analytical methods for studying 
wave processes in bubbly liquids. Mathematical model proposed in [4] admits the 
Riemann invariant form and an infinite number of conservation laws. The condi
tions providing the hyperbolicity of kinetic equations are derived in explicit form. 
Under these conditions the Cauchy problem is locally correct. It is shown that 
the equations of bubbly flow have both traveling and simple wave solutions. Wave 
breaking is possible for this system. 
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